Accounts

Hpc64 is a resource operated by the Division of science, and the ownership of the hardware that constitute the system is of various research labs. All Brandeis students, postdocs, staff and faculty members with a valid and active UNET ID can get access to the HPC64 system upon request.

Users affiliated to labs that have contributed to the acquisition of computational resources will be granted high priority access to the hardware their lab owns ( see more details about the policy ).

To request access please Request an account and tell us about yourself and your computational needs, e.g. :

- which group at Brandeis you work with,
- what software you want to run,
- parallel big job vs small serial jobs,
- projected disk space requirements, etc.

In short, tell us how you would plan to use the cluster. We need this information to efficiently allocate resources (and to judge whether the request makes sense)